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Maxwell Field may have a face lift by next season. University officials are considering putting a dome over the field for expanded 
use during the winter months. 
WSU exploring dome options 
Student senate debates 
honors pre-registration 
By Jennifer Gonda 	same number of credits. 
News Reporter According to Dr. Kristi Lane, 
who is in charge of the honors pro- 
In student Senate debate on Oct. 8, gram, the policy was changed for 
a majority of the senators, led by the 1997-98 school year to allow 
Senator Tracy Coenen, moved to op- qualifying students to priority regis-
pose the Honors Registration policy. ter for Winter and Spring quarters if 
There was some discussion over they met certain requirements. 
the opposition to the policy as a whole 	For the Winter quarter, the stu- 
or just to the change in policy for the dent must have either enrolled in an 
current calendar year. 	 Honors course for the Fall, or regis- 
After some debate, the motion for tered for Honors for Winter. For 
Student Senate to oppose "all Honors Spring priority registration, the stu-
Registration except Freshman Fall dent must have completed a mini-
Pre-Registration occurring in April." mum of one Honors course for Fall 
The policy that has been in effect or Winter, or else have registered for 
in paSt years provides that those stu- Honors for Spring, and have ac-
dents who are eligible for the Honors cepted the invitation to Alpha 
program can register for their Fall Lambda Delta. 
quarter classes in April, before the 	There are a few other require- 
rest of the students. After Fall guar- ments for Honors students to qualify 
ter, they were no longer given this for priority registration, including: 
priority and had to register at the 
same time as other studentswith the 
	 See Senate, page 2 
`America Reads' program 
new option for work-study 
Assaults injure 
WSU students 
By Steve Santek 
News Reporter 
Winona State University officials 
are looking at the possibility of con-
verting Maxwell field into an all-
season sports facility by adding a 
dome and covering the field with 
Astroturf. 
The building of the all-season fa-
cility would provide Winona State 
with a place to hold year round prac-
tices for baseball, soccer, football, 
track, softball and even golf. - 
Currently the softball team has to 
By Angela Cabreana 
News Reporter 
Winona State University students 
on work-study have the option of a 
new position this year. The new pro-
gram by President Clinton called 
"America Reads" began here at 
Winona State. 
Thirty-five students have been 
recruited to work for this program. 
The students will receive the same 
work-study salary, but they get a dif-
ferent working experience. 
The students will be working with 
the local school districts to help tutor 
children in kindegarden through 6th  
play off-campus, but by building the 
dome it could play games on-cam-
pus. 
The building could also be used 
year-round for intramural sports. The 
facility could also be used by the 
community for shows and other com-
munity events. 
The cost of building the facility is 
about $2 million ($1.3 million for the 
Astroturf and $700,000 for the dome). 
The university plans to pay for the 
Astroturf through private gifts, ad-
vertisements sold inside the build-
ing, and alumni donations. Revenue 
grade in their reading, vocabulary 
development, writing and spelling. 
"This program has only been in 
progress for the last two weeks and 
it's too early to tell how the students 
are reacting to the program," says 
Sue Siever, coordinator of the pro-
gram. "We're just working right now 
to refine and hopefully make the pro-
gram better for next year." 
Students are required to take train-
ing courses to teach the children. 
They have already taken these courses 
and will have an opportunity to voice 
their opinons at meetings throughout 
See Work Study, page 2 
from the dome would hopefully pay 
for all operating costs. 
Of more interest to students, the 
dome would be funded by money 
gathered from an increase in student 
fee, 
In the future the building of the 
dome could lure an NFL team to hold 
pre-season practices here. President 
Darrell. Krueger said that it is not an 
issue for him, but if a team would 
come it could bring a lot to the com-
munity. 
Krueger supports the building of 
the dome because WSU cannot main- 
By Lori Olivier 
News Reporter 
A talented group of athletes re-
ceived a very high honor. The Winona 
State University gymnastics team 
received the title of Scholastic All-
Americans last year. 
A Scholastic All-American team 
is a team that is as good academically 
as they are athletically. The grade 
point average of the Winona State 
Gymnastics team was 3.5 last year, 
and they were ranked second overall 
in the nation out of 92 other eligible 
college gymnastics teams. 
"I was really excited for the team," 
says Dannielle Tingwald, a WSU 
gymnast from Racine, Wisconsin. "It 
was great being second in the nation. 
Everyone was shocked and surprised, 
but we all did our best, and are very 
proud of the honor." 
Head Coach Rob Murray shared 
in Dannielle's excitement. 
"It has been a long-term project 
tain the field at the end of this foot-
ball season, the softball team can 
move to the dome and, for a small 
campus, it would give students op-
portunities they might not otherwise 
have. 
Krueger said it's "very promis-
ing" that a dome will be constructed, 
depending on how the university 
raises the money. 
According to Krueger, the faculty 
as well as the community seems to be 
giving the needed support to build 
the dome. 
By Agnes Ong 
News Reporter 
Don Walski was selected as 
Winona State University Director of 
Security last month for his "experi-
ence and training," according to 
Calvin Winbush, Dean of Student 
Affairs. 
Walski had been working as in-
terim director of security prior to his 
being chosen for the job. 
Some of his responsibilities in-
clude: being in charge of all hiring, 
that we have been working at for two 
years in academic standing. We hap-
pen to be very fortunate to have indi-
viduals who are very dedicated to 
their studies and to the team. Wts, are 
very lucky to have these individu-
als," said Murray. 
The WSU gymnastics team has 
broken every team scoring record in 
competition and all individual records 
but two. Their time and dedication 
has certainly paid off to receive this 
honor. 
The members of the WSU Scho-
lastic All-American Gymnastics 
Team include Lisa Ballard, Erika 
Christianson, Carrie Fitzgerald, 
AnneMarie Green, Dawn Hessel, 
Lindsay Hyblak, Kassy Kroening, 
Megan McGrew, Jenni Purse, Sarah 
Radel, Tina Rosengren, Kelly Rostad, 
Dannielle Tingwald, Sommer 
Vaughan, and Heidi Wolf. 
The WSU gymnastics team meets 
during the winter quarter in Phelps 
hall. 
By Jeff Kocur & 
Michelle Wolf 
News Editors 
Two Winona State University stu-
dents were assaulted over the week-
end in two seperate incidents. 
In the first assault the victim was 
punched, hit and suffered a chipped 
tooth but was not hospitalized. 
In the second assault Sophmore 
Derek Chance was hit in the face with 
a bottle and was hit by several differ-
ent people. Chance was treated at the 
hospital and released. 
Chance's case is currently under 
investigation. 
Charges in the first assault are 
pending against one of the assailants-
a 19-year-old male. 
The first confrontation occurred 
between an international student and 
residents of Winona near the corner 
of Wilson and Sixth streets. 
By Lauren Osborne 
News Reporter 
A male resident living in Morey 
Hall recently reported that $800 in 
clothing had been stolen from his 
room sometime between Oct. 4 and 
Oct.5. 
According to one of the reports, 
the resident believes he locked his 
door but thinks it is a possibility that 
the incident occurred while he was in 
the bathroom. 
The resident filed an incident re-
port with Quad Hall Director Ryan 
Yunkers. Yunkers then notified 
Winona State University's Director 
of Security, Don Walski, who took 
an additional statement from the com-
plainant. 
promotion and other personnel areas. 
He also writes policies and proce-
dures, conducts and coordinates 
guards, criminal investigations, 
implements crime prevention pro-
grams and keeps in contact with stu-
dent organizations. 
Walski summed it up by saying, 
"Basically, I'm on call 24 hours a 
day." 
In addition, Walski cooperates 
with local law enforcement agencies. 
He has developed programs for stu-
dents and other organizations includ- 
According to deputy police chief 
Don Walski, the victim was punched 
in the face and hit in the legs with a 
cue stick by one of the assailants. 
Police were called to the scene by 
a neighbor, and two men were ques-
tioned at the scene. 
The incident happened Saturday 
just after 2 a.m. when three interna-
tional students were walking home 
from the bars. According to Walski, 
the suspects drove by making de-
rogatory comments toward the inter-
national students. 
When they turned the corner, the 
car was there and the two parties 
apparently exchanged words again. 
Walski said the international students 
followed the car, until it stopped and 
its occupants got out with cue sticks. 
Another man who was walking 
See Assaults page 2 
The stolen items included a blue 
Tommy Hilfiger jacket, an off-white 
Abercrombie and Fitch jacket, a grey 
Tommy Hilfiger sweatshirt, two polo 
shirts, and two pairs of denim jeans. 
The resident said that, although his 
watch and compact discs had been 
left in plain view, they were left un-
touched. 
According to Yunkers, this is the 
first major theft that has been re-
ported in the Quad this year, and the 
only other theft was reported by a 
Quad resident who noticed a stack of 
towels missing from her unlocked 
room. 
Although the number of reported 
thefts within the residence halls have 
See Thefts page 2 
ing such topics as crime prevention 
and self-defense. 
"I teach Investigations and Inter-
rogation class once a year. This year 
and last, I taught the class in Spring 
quarter," he added. 
"The [campus] institution of se-
curity started in 1990. Before that, 
we had a private company in charge 
of the campus security," said 
Winbush. 
Walski was hired in January 1995 
See Walski page .3 
WSU gymnasts net 
All-American status 
Team second in nation academically 
Morey Hall resident 
reports items stolen 
Walski named security head 
Jeff MulfInger/staff photographer 
During practice Thursday, Lindsey Hyblak perfects her floor 
routine. Hyblak is part of the WSU gymnastics team which 




Student Senate Academic Affairs is currently looking for an informa-
tive, motivating, and inspirational professional commencement 
speaker. Those who could recommend someone should contact 
Academic Affairs Chair Melanie Rubin at 457-5316 or email at 
mrubin0534@vax2.winona.msus.edu . Please respond by Thursday, 
Oct. 16. 
WSU Students for Choice 
Several WSU students are interested in starting a Pro-Choice student 
club/organization. Once formed, this group plans on getting involved 
in local and state legislative matters, promoting campus-wide events 
and discussing issues that relate to reproductive rights. Any student 
interested in more information or participating in this club may e-mail 
Stephanie at smoss5288@vax2.winona.msus.edu . We are still looking 
for a faculty advisor. 
Volunteers Needed 
The Family Services Collaboative is in need of Social Work and 
Education majors whose parents are divorced to help facilitate classes 
for children in grades K-5 who have experienced, or are currently 
experiencing, divorce. The name of the classs is "Kids: Experts on 
Divorce, Kids Addressing Divorce Issues." The dates of the class are 
Oct. 22, 29 and Nov. 5 from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.. If you are 
interested, or for more information, please contact Sara Espie-
Ziemann (457-0360), Kathleen Boraas (454-0441) or Leslie Frasier 
(454-8002). Students interested but unable to make the fall commit-
ment, there are also classes that will need facilitating in the spring. 
Homecoming Evehts 
Wednesday "Coffeehouse" performance in the Smaug 11:30 a.m. to 
1:30 p.m. 
Thursday "2nd City Comedy Show," Somson Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. 
Friday Pep Rally in the Courtyard at 5:30 p.m., King and Queen 
Coronation in Somson Auditorium at 8 p.m. 
Saturday Homecoming Parade on Huff St. 10 a.m., Football 
game vs. U of MN-Duluth at 2 p.m. 
Native American Heritage Meeting Planned 
The Native American Heritage and Awareness Club will hold their 
monthly meeting on Wednesday, Oct. 15, at 5 p.m. in PAC 224. 
A video entitled Native Americans are Mystics will be shown 
featuring a speech recently given at The Minnesota Indian Education 
Association Conference in Morton, Minn., by Brice Wilkinson. 
The presentation compares Ancient Chinese philosphy with the 
wisdom of Black Elk, Lime Deer and Ed McGaa stating that underly-
ing wisdom is identical. 
The club will also host Ed McGaa in a free performance on Wednes-
day, Oct. 29, at 7 p.m. in the main theatre of the Performing Arts 
Center. For more information call Wilkinson at 5245. 
3rd Annual Rendezvous Planned 
The Third Annual Rendezvous of mountain men and trappers will be 
held at the Prairie Island campground in Winona, Oct. 14-19. Activi-
ties will run from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Oct. 14-17; from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 18; and from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 
19. With admission prices of $2 for adults and $1 for children under 
15 and senior citizens. Demonstrations throughout each day will 
include blacksmithing, trapping, canoe building, hide tanning, 
cooking, and weapons demonstrations including whips, knives, 
tomahawks, and black-powder muskets. Frontier games will be 
staged between the Rendezvous participants with fire starting using 
flint and steel, rolling pin throwing, meat carrying, and tomahawk and 
spear throwing. For more information, call Luke Acord, Rendezvous 
coordinator, at 452-4930. 
Career Fair Planned 
The Ninth Annual Career Fair is planned for Oct. 22 from 10 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. in McCown Gym. All WSU faculty and students are invited 
to attend. 
Career Fair provides a forum for students to gather information about 
hiring practices, career in internship opportunities, graduate programs 
and general tips for job search strategies. 
PEACE CORPS 
CURRENT OPENINGS 
Peace Corps has continuous openings in educa- 
tion, business, agriculture, natural resources, 
health, and skilled trades projects. College juniors 
and seniors are encouraged to apply. 
I . 
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10:00 - 3:30 pm 
Information Seminar 
Kryzsko Commons 
Dining Room f3 
4:00 
For more info: call 1-800-424-8580 
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FOR n-loR NURSING STUDEIN 
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC 
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN 
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Medical Center for 
the summer. 
Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at 
Saint Marys Hospital and Rochester Methodist Hospital, both 
part of Mayo Medical Center in Rochester, Minnesota. 
You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a four 
year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient 
care experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting 
Mayo Nursing was recently awarded Magnet Hospital 
Recognition Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by 
the American Nurses Credentialing Center. 
Application Deadline: December 1, 1997. 
For more information contact: 	4.11 
ma o Mayo Medical Center Staffing Center • Summer III Program 
Ozmun East-1st Floor • 200 First Street SW 
Rochester, Minnesota 55905 
1-800-247-8590 
Mayo Foundation is an affirmative action and equal opportunity educator 




SOUTH PADRE JAMAICA 
1 FREE " ALL INCLUSIVE" PARTY PAK PLUS UP TO $200 OFF PER ROOM 
COUPON REQUIRED DIRECT BOOKINGS ONLY GUARANTEED BEST PRICES 
1-800-SURFS-UP 
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Assaults 
Continued from page 1 
down the street joined the assailants 
and chased the international students. 
This man grabbed one of the interna-
tional students and punched him in 
the face. The student was chased into 
his apartment building and then hit in 
the leg with the cue stick, according 
to Walski. 
The other incident occurred early 
Saturday around 1 a.m. 
Derek Chance and two of his 
friends were walking on West 
Sanborn Street when a group of sub- 
Thefts 	 
Continued from page 1 
been relatively low, Yunkers said 
individuals have recently been steal-
ing laptop computers and equiptment 
from some of the professional de-
partment buildings. 
The Quad posted signs in many of 
its bathrooms informing residents of 
the recent incidents and reminding 
them to take precautions. 
After hearing about the recent 
theft, Quad residents Rebecca Ander-
son and Sara Hassinger aren't wor-
ried about getting any of their be-
longings stolen."I've always been a 
paranoid person...we always lock our 
door, said Hassinger." 
Yunkers urges residents to lock 
their doors at all times, even when 
leaving the room for a brief time, like 
when going to the bathroom or get-
ting the mail. "It only takes ten sec-
onds to steal something," he said. 
In addition to items being stolen 
from rooms, Yunkers remembers 
clothing being stolen out of laundry 
machines in past years. "The laundry 
rooms turned into shopping rooms," 
he said. He also claimed that a lot of 
books were being stolen around this 
time last year. He hasn't seen many 
of these cases thus far but reminds 
students to be careful and observant 
wherever they are. 
The Morey theft is still under in-
vestigation, and with the number of 
successes in catching book thieves 
last year, Yunkers hopes to see the 
case resolved within a relatively short 
time.  
jects accused Chance of jumping on 
their parked car. 
Chance was then hit in the face 
with what his friends told him later 
was a bottle. He did not recognized 
the subject who hit him in the face. 
According to Walski, Chance was 
then hit by a number of different of 
people. His friends helped him get 
out of the situation. 
Walski said Chance was taken to 
the hospital with lacerations on his 
face and a loose tooth. The assault 
was reported to the police around 
2:21 a.m. 
The suspects were not caught and 
Senate 
Continued from page 1 
reporting their campus address, ac-
quiring an e-mail account, and at-
tending amass Honors advising meet-
ing. 
There are currently 64 students 
that are eligible for this priority reg-
istration . This number may decrease 
if some of those students do not meet 
the additional requirements. 
Dormitory News 
In other Senate news, the admin-
istration is considering leasing Maria 
Hall, located next to Lourdes Hall in 
order to alleviate overpopulation in 
other dormitories. They will also be 
considering a five percent increase in 
housing fees for next year. They will 
also be considering air conditioning 
Video Review 	 
By Randi McLaughlin 
Video Critic 
Suburbia (1996) Rated R 
Starring: Giovanni Ribisi, 
Parker Posey, Jayce Bartok, 
Steve Zahn, Nicky Katt, 
Arnie Carey, Dina Spybey 
Director: Richard 
Linkletter (Slacker, Dazed 
and Confused) 
Suburbia, a movie in the same 
category as Kevin Smith's Clerks, 
tells the story of a group of twenty-
somethings who still hang out in 
their hometown at the local 
convenience store. 
The movie takes place all in one 
night and surprisingly enough,  
the case has been turned over to the 
Investigation Division of the Winona 
Police Department. 
Chance , a WSU football player, is 
making improvements since the as-
sault. 
WSU coach Tom Sawyer said 
Chance attended a football meeting 
Monday night but is currently at home 
trying to recouperate. 
Sawyer is not sure when Chance 
will be ready to play again, but said, 
"He [Chance] is excited to get back to 
the team." 
Sawyer told all the football play-
ers not to talk about the assault be- 
for Prentiss-Lucas. 
Parking Shortage 
Also, in response to outcry over 
the lack of parking available, WSU 
and City Manager Eric Sorenson are 
looking into purchasing one half of a 
block behind McGowan Gym for 
additional parking. 
Library Groundbreaking 
The Interim Chancellor of the 
Minnesota State Univeristies and 
Colleges will be here Nov. 6 for the 
groundbreaking of WSU's new Li-
brary. 
Student senate meetings are held 
every Wednesday afternnon in the 
purple rooms of Baldwin Lounge at 
4:00. 
almost all the characters make life 
changing decisions. 
Hanging out at the "Circle A," 
the group awaits the return of a 
.geeky classmate who is now a 
famous rock star(Bartok). When he 
finally pulls up in a limo with his 
beautiful publicist(Posey), each 
character has mixed feelings about 
him and his new lifestyle. 
Bartok' s newly-found fame 
makes each person re-examine their 
own life, while drinking the night 
away. Especially affected by the 
return is our hero, Jeff(Ribisi), who 
is contemplating moving with his 
girlfriend(Carey) to New York or 
staying home to continue his one 
class at the community college. 
Suburbia starts off with a light 
tone. However, as it progresses the 
movie brings up a lot of tough  
cause he doesn't want to hurt the 
investigation. 
"I told the team...anyone wanting 
to know something should talk to the 
police," said Sawyer. 
In an e-mail message to students 
from Calvin Winbush, Dean.of Stu-
dent Affairs, Winbush warns students 
that, "Even though many areas of 
campus have benefitted from the new 
lighting, the walk from downtown of 
from off-campus may put an idividual 
in situations of high risk." 
Winbush also said the campus will 
be kept informed on new information 
about the assault cases. 
Work Study 
Continued from page 1 
the year. Further training will be avail-
able to students who feel they need 
additional help. 
All public schools around the 
country are invovled with this pro-
gram. The local schools involved 
are: Madison, Jefferson, Washington 
Koscisko, Goodview, Central and 
Rollingstone. 
issues such as racism, violence and 
alcoholism. The movie leaves the 
audience with a feeling of ambigu-
ity, maybe as planned. 
I had mixed feelings after 
watching Suburbia because, 
although Linkletter explores 
important issues for today's youth, 
the way the characters acted 
seemed too unbelievable. Using a 
little less extremity in the personal-
ity of each character would have 
made the movie more realistic. 
One plus side to the movie is 
the Gen-X soundtrack, which 
includes bands like Beck, 
Superchunk, Skinny Puppy, 
Elastica, Butthole Surfers and 
more. Another plus is the crew of 
fresh faces which, in an ironic twist 
probably hurt the movie at the box 
office. 
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Next week Winona State will be 
over-run with 4,000 elementary 
school students as they pile into the 
Performing Arts Center to watch 
this year's children's performance 
of "Timeless Tales". 
Directed by Professor Vivian 
Fusillo, the play includes a fifteen-
member cast, an immense set and 
many of your favorite childhood 
stories and poems. 
- 	This play is the thirtieth 
children's show in a long line of 
performances given over the years. 
Winona State has hosted students 
to shows such as Peter Pan, The 
Wizard of Oz, and Ali Baba & the 
Forty Thieves to name a few. 
This tradition has kept students 
and adults of all ages returning year 
after year to see what delights the 
Theater Arts department will 
present next. Retired Principal 
Robert Hogenson brought students 
to these performances for twenty-
nine years of his career. Principal 
Hogenson expressed that he 
thought the shows were "excellent" 
Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor 
WSU Theater department prepares for the annual childrens show "Timeless Tales." Show times 
are October 24th at 7:30 p.m. and October 25th at 1:00 and 7:30 pm. Tickets for the show are 
available by calling the box office at 457-5235 or by going to the box office in PAC. 
Walsh 
and when "promoting creative 	the shoes. 
dramatics in the schools, this was a 	The end result from all the hard 
highlight of the year." 	 work and time put into this show is 
Professor Fusillo describes this 	a compilation of Dr. Suess, Shel ' 
kind of children's theater as 	Silverstien, Thurber, and other 
"bigger than life . . . it is show them children's authors put into an hour 
rather than tell them which is an 	full of music, movement and fun. 
important aspect of education". But the show is not with out its 
This performance of "Timeless 	hitches. The booking of all the 
Tales" has required hours of work 	schools and classes takes a tremen- 
and practice of both the cast and 	dous amount of time and organiza- 
the crew. The cast itself has had to 	tion. Also because the matinees for 
show a great deal of talent and 	the schools are Tuesday the 21st 
creativity because each actor has to through Friday the 24th at 10:00 
take on five or six characters, along and I :00 some of the cast members 
with singing and dancing over the 	have to miss classes in order to be 
course of the play. 	 in the show. 
The crew alsO has had to use a 	The performance of "Timeless 
great deal of creativity. The set, 	Tales" is one that all students and 
designed by Win Lewis, is very 	faculty should witness because of 
reminiscent of a Dr. Suess illustra- 	the work and talent that has been 
tion and is also painted all white, 	used to recreate the wonderful 
which means the lighting crew 	memories we all have from when 
needs to take a very different we were kids at play. The perfor- 
approach illuminating the stage. 	mances are October 24th at 7:30 
The prop crew also has had to 	PM and October 25th at 1:00 PM 
create a variety of unusual pieces 	and 7:30 PM. Reservations can be 
such as Helmets in the shape of 	made by calling 457-5235 or you 
televisions. The costumes are can drop by the Box Office in the 
bright with colors and patterns, 	PAC between 1:00 and 4:00 
from the wigs all the way down to 	Monday through Friday. 
`Timeless Tales' shines bright 
By Jane Mann 
Theatre Reviewer 
Continued from page 1 
by Dr. Kane, then Dean of Student 
Affairs, following a few incidents in 
October 1994. 
"I was looking for someone who 
has experience in crime prevention, 
was or is a police officer, will de-
velop programs and can fit into the 
college community," added Winbush. 
Walski had over 2000 hours of 
police work accumulated. He at-
tended the FBI academy in 1990 and 
was a graduate from Northwestern 
University in Illinois. He also at-
tended one of the best law-enforce-
ment schools in the world in Vir-
ginia. Each year, only about 250 stu-
dents from around the world are cho-
sen to attend. 
The advocacy program is one of 
Walski's programs. This involves a 
safe house for students.who are caught  
in situations they cannot return to. 
They are then placed in the safe house 
with an advocate until the next morn-
ing when a counselor arrives. 
"We have five trained advocates 
on call 24 hours," said Walski. 
Students must explain to the guards 
what happened, then the guards may 
contact the advocates who will take 
the victim to the safe house. Only the 
advocates and Walski know where 
the safe house is. 
"Being in security is something 
that I enjoy doing. I enjoy working 
with the students. I want to try and 
make Winona State University the 
safest place possible," said Walski. 
In addition to his Winona State 
assignment, a part-time position, 
Walski is deputy police chief for the 
Winona Police Department where he 
has worked since 1978. 
Wed., Oct. 22nd • 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. 
McCown Gymnasium • WSU 
EZ1111 - 3:73RE 
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State University and College 
Forget lap-top U 
we need a dome! 
What a great idea - dome Maxwell Field. It's surprising this hasn't been 
thought of before. The whole project sparkles with opportunities. 
A winter practice facility, NFL teams, circuses .. . 
Winona State University President Darrell Krueger says the dome could 
provide WSU students opportunities they might not otherwise receive. 
But it's possible the administration may be shortchanging the many 
improvements the dome could bring to the university. 
Besides benefitting our student-athletes, the dome could elevate the quality 
of the entire Winona State experience - if only the administration would look 
beyond the obvious and exploit the dome for all it's worth. 
Consider the following possibilities: 
} The dome could serve as overflow housing for those students living in 
broom closets and cramped three-to-a-room in Prentiss-Lucas. 
) This could be especially helpful for all those students bumped from 
campus housing by Krueger's increased numbers of honors students. 
} The dome would make a great indoor parking garage, and the university 
could charge even more per spot because each car could be kept at acozy 
72-degrees in the winter. (For those athletes upset about losing their 
winter practice facility, ask the tennis team about alternate sites). 
} The university could forget about the new library and just line the outer 
edge of t' i( dome with bookshelves. Actually, this has a better chance of 
coming lj fruition than the completion of the library. 
) Let's not stop at Maxwell Field. How about doming the entire campus, and 
installing Astroturf throughout. Instead of mowing grass and plowing 
snow, the maintenance crew would simply have to push-vac the campus 
clean. Winona State also would be a prime candidate for Bio-dome type 
experiments. (Just think of all that government funding!) 
If these suggestions appear ridiculous, it's only because the thought of 
doming Maxwell Field is just as ridiculous. There are far more important 
improvements needed at WSU. 
While the Winonan agrees with upgrading our campus, we believe in 
assessing the needs of the entire student body before committing our money 
to a project as shortsighted as this. The Metrodome probably seemed like a 
good idea at the time. 
Medallion Hunt 
& Its clues 
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I love to talk about people, espe-
jai ly behind their backs. Chances 
i f I know you as anything more 
than a face in the hal Is, I' ve trashtalked 
you. And even then, you're probably 
not safe. 
I besmirch the character of my 
coworkers. I play my friends against 
each other. I question the intelligence 
of my classmates. I doubt the inten-
sity level of our athletic teams, as well 
as the competitive drive of their 
coaches. I gossip about the 
:administration's lack of commitment 
to the student body. I laugh at the 
local media, and their sad attempt at 
covering news. I badmouth my dogs 
to my cat. 
The best part is, none of them even 
realizes that I do it. 
I am a backstabber, a cheat, a con-
niver. I'm a plagiarist, an avenger, a 
character assassin. 
I will treat you like you want to be 
treated, and as you walk away treat 
you as I feel you should be treated. 
I have often maintained that I will 
never say anything behind someone's 
h: , .:k that I wouldn't say to their face. 
r, 'plc actually buy that crap. 
:Iv bring tl.is up? 
: have had a partner in crime for 
some time now. You see, no matter 
ht,vv much I hate someone, my boy 
Dates them more. No matter how 
much dirt I have on someone, this guy 
has more. As that mush brained im-
becile Forrest Gump would say, we're 
like peas and carrots. The only thing 
I can really bitch about as far as he 
goes is that he is the only person I've 
met who is more eloquent in putting 
others down, and he is without a 
doubt the only person who can hold 
his own with me at Trivial Pursuit. 
It's funny how some of the people 
we like the most we started out hat-
ing. This guy is no exception. He  
was sarcastic, caustic, cynical. I was 
crass, rude, tactless. He taught me 
the fine art of the put-down. I taught 
him how to disgust people with a 
look. I guess he has showed me the 
power of the dark side; I've taught 
him the power of the backside. 
We've had lunch with the devil, as 
well as lunch at Taco John's. There 
were the Sunday mornings (okay, 
afternoons) spent playing football, 
REAL football, none of that 
pantywaist "touch" crap. There were 
the nights of endless passion...oh, 
well, never mind. 
He never stole from me, lied to 
me, or slept with my sister. He never 
beat me up, ate all my food, or screwed 
my cat. 
He was a friend when all others 
had written me off. He visited me all 
over the country when I was the trav-
eling cook. And the rides, oh yes, the 
rides. When I was without wheels of 
my own, he was my taxi service, even 
when I lived in Minnesota City and 
just needed a ride to meet some worth-
less date. 
And then there's the breakups. 
The way he has been treated, or rather 
mistreated, by women would've 
pushed Ghandi to violence. But he 
always took it with his chin held high, 
and we always managed to do a pretty 
good job of smearing the woman's 
name, whichever one it was. I never 
saw him cry, though there were times 
when I felt like doing it for him. 
If this sounds like an obituary, I 
apologize. But then, as he leaves, I 
guess it does hurt alittle, and that part 
of me that's hurting will never be the 
same. 
I have a theory about people that I 
call the sandpaper/ wood block model 
of human interaction. This is kind of 
long winded and technical in parts, 
but bear with me. You can use this, 
but give me credit. 
There are two types of people, 
sandpaper people and wood block 
Campus forum: What do you think 
of building a dome over Maxwell Field? 
"It's not a bad idea to spend 
the money for this if it is spread 
out for a long period of time." 
Eydie Schowalter 
senior/ mass comm major 
"It seems like a waste of 
money. I do not hear much 
about the sports teams here." 
Mark Ring 
sophomore/biology major 
people. Wood block people are pas-
sive and shapeless. Sandpaper people 
are course, rough, and have a tendency 
to grate. TwO wood blocks can coexist 
side by side peacefully. When a wood 
block and a sandpaper come together, 
the wood block is changed depending 
on how much contact it has with the 
sandpaper, and the sandpaper is soft-
ened by the wood block, and all is 
well. 
There are also different types of 
sandpaper people. You have your 300 
grit, which is relatively smooth. Bill 
Cosby, perfect example. Then you 
have your 40 grit, the really rough 
stuff. Sam Kinison, perfect example. 
A 40 grit person can get along 
fairly well with a 300 grit person, 
mostly because if worse comes to 
worse 40 grit can rip the hell out of 300 
grit, and the 300 grit person knows it. 
Where people run into problems is 
when two 40 grit people meet. The 
two just grind and grind at each other, 
neither damaging the other, leaving 
them both usually hating each other. 
My friend and I are both 40 grit, 
which basically blows a hell of a big 
hole in my theory. Thus is life. 
He is the ultimate contradiction. If 
you never met him, consider yourself 
lucky. I, having met him, consider 
myself one of the luckiest men alive. 
But I'm not the type to talk behind 
someone's back, so you didn't hear 
that from me. 
Safe journeys, Toby. You shall be 
missed, you bastard. 
"I'm not aware of many of the 
issues on this; it has not been 
published enough." 
M. Lashkar 
junior/ computer science 
major 
"You've got to be kidding." 
Sarah Petit 
senior/ mass comm/english 
major 
The Johnson Chronicles 
"Personally, I do not think it is 
necessary. It is spending money 
that could be used to upgrade 
technology." 
Bronwyn Ewers 
sophomore/ comm studies 
major 
"This is Minnesota. Football 
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By Tammy Tainter 
Senior WSU Nursing Student 
October is Breast Cancer Awareness 
Month. What should this mean to you? It is 
easy to think that it doesn't need to mean 
anything, especially if you are part of the 
population under 50 years old at Winona 
State. However, you do need to learn about 
breat cancer prevention and diagnosis for 
your future health and for the current ,health 
of your loved ones. According to the Ameri-
can Cancer Society, breast cancer is the 
leading cause of cancer death in women 
between the ages of 15 and 54. This definitely 
indicates the value of understanding more 
about breast cancer. So what exactly do you 
need to know? 
First of all, know your risks for developing 
breast cancer. If your mother or sister had 
breast cancer before menopause, or in both 
breasts, you are at a higher risk. If your first 
menstruation began before the age of 12, your 
risk may be increased. For women who have 
no children or wait to have their first child 
after age 30, the risk is increased two to four 
times that of women who had children in 
their twenties. The largest risk factor in 
developing breast cancer is increasing age. A 
50 year old woman has eight times the risk of 
a woman of 30, and a woman of 70 has three 
times the risk of a woman of 50. Prolonged 
use of contraceptive pills and estrogen re-
placement therapy slightly raises the risk for  
breast cancer. Accidental blows to the breast 
do not cause breast cancer. 
Secondly, know your body. PRACTICE 
BREAST SELF-EXAMS MONTHLY. Look 
and feel for lumps and swelling of the breast, 
dimpling, redness, or soreness of the skin and 
changes in the nipple. It is normal to have 
lumps and swelling in the breast. These are 
related to . the menstrual cycle and do not 
increase risk for breast cancer. However, it is 
impossible to determine, by yourself, what is 
normal and what may be a potential problem. 
Use breast self-exams to screen your body for 
changes and have your physician do breast 
exams at least every three years. Awoman 
should have her first baseline mammogram 
between the ages of 35 and 39. Between the 
ages of 40 and 49, have a breast exam done 
by a physician every year and a mammogram 
every one to two years. Women of 50 or over 
should have a physician do a breast exam and 
mammogram every year. 
Finally it is important to share what you 
know about breast cancer with others. Devel-
oping breast cancer may be the least of your 
worries now, but all of us have mothers and/ 
or know older women who need the extra 
support to screen themselves for breast 
cancer. Additionally, breast cancer does occur 
in males; how many of you guys out there 
have done a breast self-exam? Breast cancer 
survival increases greatly with early detec-
tion. Now that you know help yourself and 
others with your knowledge. 
 
"Your service bowled me over:' 
-William Ravdin, TIAA-CREF Patticy, pant 
 
-Morningstar ratings for the 
CREF Global Equities Account, CREF Equity Index Account, 
and CREF Growth Account' 
Top ratings from 
orningstar, Moody's, S&P, 






We take a lot of pride in gaining 
high marks from the major rating 
services. But the fact is, we're 
equally proud of the ratings we 
get in the mail every day from 
our participants. Because at 
TIAA-CREF, ensuring the finan-
cial futures of the education and 
research community is something 
that goes beyond stars and 
numbers. So from traditional 
and variable annuities to life 
insurance and personal savings 
plans, you'll find we provide 
the right choices—and the 
dedication—to help you achieve 
a lifetime of financial goals. The - 
rating services back us up. So 
does Bill. 
To receive a free Personal 
Investing Kit, including charges 
and expenses, plus our variable 
annuity prospectuses, call us at 
1 800 226-0147. Please read them 
carefully before you invest or 
send money. 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it." 
Source Morningstar, Inc.. June 1997 Morningstar is an Independent service that rates mutual funds and variable annuities. The top 10% of funds in an investment category receive five stars and the 
next 22.5% receive four stars. Morningstar proprietary ratings reflect historical risk-adjusted performance. and are subject to change every month. They are calculated from the account's three-, five-. and 
ten-year average annual returns in excess of .90-day Treasury bill returns with appropriate fee adjustments. and• a risk factor that reflects performance below 90-day T-bill returns. The overall star 
ratings referred to above are Morningstar's published ratings. which are weighted averages of its three, five, and ten-year ratings for periods ending June 30.1997 The separate (unpublished) ratinip 
for each of the periods are: 
•**Ttrese.ropilltiftdrafiftZseddizCIAA's excepttonal financial strength. claims-paying-ability and overall operaUng - perforrnance,. 0 .Source: DALBAR, Inc., 1995.CREF certificates are disuibuted by 
TIAA - CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete irilmmation,.including charges and expenses. please read theCREF Prospectus offered above Read it carefully before you 
invest or send money. 
Midtown Foods 
- Winona's Largest Locally Owned Super Market 
Midtown Foods Downtown 
6am to 10 pm, 7 days a week! 
Midtown Foods located in Westgate 
Shopping Center 
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week! 
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STUDENT SENATE SCENE  
ELECTIONS  
Student Senate would like to thank everyone who voted on Tuesday, September 30th. Although voter 
turnout was a little low, everything went smoothly, and we are proud to announce that we now have twelve 
new senators. Congratulations to: 
Billie Jo Bambrick (Freshman Senator) 
Michelle Dobosiewicz (At-Large Senator) 
Senell Gaustad (Freshman Senator) 
David H. Kiese (At-Large Senator) 
Robert Lambert (Freshman Senator) 
Megan Loheide (At-Large Senator) 
Sara Moechnig (At-Large Senator) 
Steve M. Rentz (At-Large Senator) 
Paul Solarz (At-Large Senator) 
Stacie Specht (Freshman Senator) 
Steven Struthers (Freshman Senator) 
Tesia Walsky (Freshman Senator) 
*There are also two internal election senator positions open. Anyone interested should contact Hilary Hardin 
in the Student Senate office. 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - CHAIR: MELANIE REUBEN  
The purpose of the Academic Affairs committee is to facilitate student input to the faculty and administration 
of the university. Some things that the Academic Affairs committee is currently working on are: 
Semester Conversion (there will be a table set up at pre-registration to address any concerns or questions), 
Pre-Registration Peer Advising Table, Updating the Sylabi Bank and choosing a Professional Speaker for 
Commencement. Some academic proposals being discussed are: Tuition Payment Plan, Credit Card Tuition 
Payment Proposal, Declaration of Major Day, Honor Student Priority Registration and Academic Suspension 
& Appeals. 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY COMMITTEE - CHAIR: EDYIE SCHOWALTER 
The Cultural Diversity committee exists to promote diversity both on the campus and throughout the 
community. Also, the Cultural Diversity committee works in conjunction with culturally diverse clubs to 
teach other students about the different cultures which exist on campus and throughout the world, their main 
goal being to create a tolerant campus where things like racism and discrimination do not exist. 
Recently, the Cultural Diversity committee has taken a step towards this goal On Monday, 
October 6th, the committee, along with some volunteers, presented "The Game of Life" to a Human Rela-
tions class of about 30 students. Each student was given a card with some symbols on it to identify their 
gender, race, social class, education level, and sexual preference. The students were not told what the 
symbols meant until the end of the game, but as they went around the classroom trying to "get a loan", "buy 
groceries", "get an education", etc., they were treated in a particular way depending on which symbols they 
had. For example, a "Rich, white, heterosexual male with a graduate degree" was ushered to the front of 
lines, and was alwaystreated with the utmost respect, while a "Poor, illiterate, homosexual, minority female" 
was usually sent to jail or to the end of the line with a rude comment. The result of the game was that the 
students involved were able to learn that it is not always easy to be in someone else's shoes, especially when 
those shoes belong to someone poor, uneducated, or from a different culture. 
The Cultural Diversity committee will be offering another chance to learn about different cultures on 
Nov. 6th at 4:00pm when it hosts its annual Sensitivity Training at the Alumni House. This event is open to all 
students and also the Winona community. We hope to see you there! 
LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - CHAIR: MICHAEL KUROWSKI  
The purpose of the Legislative Affairs committee is to monitor local, campus, state, and federal 
politics, and all legislation pertaining to higher education. The committee is also in charge of planning the 
lobby days and rally days in St. Paul and the voter registration drives. They also examine issues dealing with 
higher education and education as a Whole. 
An example of this occurred just recently when Chair Kurowski brought to the attention of the Student 
Senate the concerns regarding the Middle School Referendum taking place on Oct. 14th. After consideration, 
the Student Senate voted that "In support of all students in Winona and educational institutions in general, the 
Winona State Student Senate supports the Winona Middle School referendum and strongly encourages all 
students, faculty, and staff at WSU, as well as all residents of the Winona School District to vote in favor of the 
referendum. Those students who live on campus may vote in Minne 102, and those living at Lourdes may vote 
at St. Anne's. 
STUDENT SERVICES COMMITTEE - CHAIR: KAY WENDLING  
The main job of the Student Services Committee is to work on most issues that are student related, but 
are not related directly to academics. Student Services examines issues such as security, health services, child 
care, parking, and the student directory (which will hopefully be out before Christmas break). The committee 
also sponsors several projects each year, such as Mr. WSU, All-Night Smaug, the job board, and the rider 
board. 
Some things that Student Senate is currently working on are the student directory, as mentioned above; 
a Lourdes dance on November 1st, and the implementation of a "Sobercab" program at WSU. 
STUDENT ACTIVITY FUND COMMITTEE - CHAIR: JIM WALSH 
SAFC, the financial committee of Senate, is perhaps the most well-recognized committee of Student 
Senate since almost every club on campus is directly effected by it. It is this committee that handles budget 
hearings and makes recommendations to the Senate about club budgets. SAFC also allocates special requests 
- to campus organizations and holds hearings for new club funding. 
Although it is still early in the year, this committee has already been very active. It has allocated $700 
to the Geology Club for an educational trip to Duluth, MN. It has also held Fall Budget Hearings. The 
recommended allocations will be voted on today in the Student Senate meeting located in Purple Rooms 104 & 
105 - all clubs are encouraged to attend this meeting. 
TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY COMMITTEE - CHAIR: ROBERT WALSCHEID  
The Technology Advisory Committe is an ad-hoc committee of Student Senate, and has many impor-
tant duties. Mainly, they are to help keep WSU up-to-date on the current technology. It is involved in the 
coordination and planning of many things on campus, one of the most important things being the use of the 
computers. 
One issue in particular that the committee has been working on is the integration of laptop computers 
for students and faculty. A packet detailing this plan was given to all Student Senate members and is available 
for students to read in the Student Senate office. Also, Dan Pecarina will be attending today's meeting to more 
fully explain the program and to answer questions. Any students are welcome to attend the meeting which will 
be held today in Purple Rooms 104 & 105 at 4:00pm. 
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for $1 Domestic Taps 
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WHEN YOU THINK PIZZA, THINK GIOVANNI'S 
DAILY SPECIALS  
Monday - Large 2-Item 	$7.49 
Tuesday - Large 3-Item 	$7.99 
Wednesday - X-Large 2-Item 	$8.49 
Thursday - 2 Medium 1-Item 	$9.99 
Friday - 2 Large 1-Item 	$11.99 
Weekend — (Friday - Sunday) XL 2-Item 	$8.49 
Managers Special Everyday  
* Large 2-Item Pizza 
* 1 Order of Cheese Toast 
* 2 Liters of Pop 
ONLY $9.99 
Pick-up only - Large 1-Item $5.49 
All prices do not include tax. Daily specials are subject to 
change at any time. Individual store participation may vary. 
454-3600 
c_f 
r.13 	dalc1 1 






It was the middle of October 
1996.While most p e ople were 
bundling up for a depressing 
winter, the Winona State 
women's volleyball team had 
already weathered the frigid 
reality of an unsuccessful 
program. 
On Oct. 18, the Warriors 
suffered a three-game loss at 
the hands of Northern Sun 
Intercollegiate Conference foe 
Moorhead State. 
That gave the Warriors a 1-13 
overall record. 
WSU finished the '96 season 
with a disappointing 3-28 mark. 
Wow...have things changed. 
Winona State has already 
won nine matches this year. A 
season-opening win versus then 
nationally-ranked Michigan 
Tech was huge for the young 
Warriors' outlook. 
A week later, WSU failed to 
drop a game en route to a title 
at the Jefferson Invitational at 
McCown Gymnasium. 
Although they've lost 12 
matches this season, the 
Warriors have issued some 
serious competition to a few 
very talented programs. 
Five of WSU's losses have 
come against ranked teams. 
Two weeks ago, Winona 
State gave perennial NSIC 
powerhouse, and 18th-ranked 
University of Minnesota-Duluth 
all it could take, finally falling 
in fouk. games (15-12, 8-15, 13-
15, 11-15). 
August 30, the Warriors took 
Augustana (S.D.), now ranked 
12th in Division II, in three 
See Skolfield, page 9 
A Closer Look 
Winona State......... ......... 35 17 6 0 52 
Bemidji State.................... ( 0 0 14 - 19 
First Quarter 
WSU: T. Watch 57 run (Johnson kick), 
14:38., 
WSU: T. Watch 3 run (Johnson kick), 
9:54. 
WSU: Goettl 5 run (Johnson kick), 
4:55. 
WSU: C. Watch S run (Johnson kick), 
1:20. 
WSU: Fitzsimmons 15 pass from Goettl 
(Johnson kick), 0:37. 
Second Quarter 
WSU: Fitzsimmons 8 pass from Goettl 
(Johnson kick), 11:48. 
WSU: Chance 95 fumble return (Johnson 
kick), 9:03. 
WSU: Field goal, Johnson 27, :00. 
Third Quarter 
WSU: Fitzsimmons 15 pass from Goettl 
(kick fail), 12:45 
Fourth Quarter 
BSU: Meyer 1 run (Mattson kick), 11:54. 
BSU: 011estad I run (Mattson kick), 
13:00 .  
WSU BSU 
First downs 	20 	15 
Total yards 	442 	191 
Rushes-yards.... .45-292 	45-113 
Passing yards. .. .150 	78 
Punts-ayerage, . 4-32 8 	6-28.7 
Fumbles-lost 	2-1 	4-2 
Perialities-yards. 	12-106 	2-25 
Rushing: WSU, T Watch 18- I 86, Goettl 
7-77, D. Brown 2-4, Preslaski 2-(-2), C. 
Walch 7-18, Schneider 1-13, Narum 8(-
4). BSU, Meyer 21-53, 011estad 10-47, 
Ferraro 7-30. O'Connor 6-(-4). 
Passing: WSU, Goettl 8-13-1 intercep 
lions, 86 yards, Preslaski 1-4-0-13, K alder 
5-5-0-51. BSU. O'Connor 9-18-0-62, 
Christianson 3-8-0-16. 
Receiving: WSU, Fitzsimmons 4-56, C, 
Watch 3-15, T Walch 2-17. Halverson 2- 
32, Westendorf 1-9, Jansky 1-13, Braatz 
1-7. BSU, Houglum 3-31., Meyer 3-11, 




Oct. 16 vs. Bemidji State (4 p.m.) 
Oct. 18 vs. UM-Crookston (6 p.m.) 
Oct. 24-26 WSU hosts NSIC con 
ference finals 
WSU soccer 
gets 3- 1 win 
Lussenhop, Zilka, Nettonstrom 
sink goals for Warrior win 
After falling to Northern Sun In-
tercollegiate defending champion 
Moorhead State on Saturday, the 
Winona State University soccer 
team decided that a win was in or-
der. 
The Warriors conquered the 
Cobbers of Concordia College 3-1 
Sunday at Maxwell Field in a 
nonconference meeting. 
WSU's Andrea Zilka posted an 
unassisted goal with 18 minutes, 34 
seconds remaining in the game to 
give her team a 2-1 edge over 
Concordia. 
At the end of the first half, the 
Warriors and Cobbers were tied at 
one with goals from WSU's Susan 
Lussenhop and Concordia's Nikki 
Nelson. 
Kristine Nettenstrom assisted 
Lusenhop's goal and scored one of 
Todd Martin/Photo Editor 
Winona State's Andrea Zilka (8) receives a hug from Erin 
Morgan (left) and another teammate after she scored a goal 
71:26 into the contest giving the Warriors an one-goal edge 
over Concordia College. WSU beat the Cobbers 3-1. 
MSU slips 
past WSU 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Sports Editor 
Both Winona State University 
coach Ali Omar and Moorhead 
State University coach Rollie 
Bulock agreed that their teams 
played a good game. 
And they agreed the officiating 
was terrible. 
The Dragons handed the WSU 
soccer team a 1-0 loss in overtime 
play Saturday at Maxwell Field in 
a Northern Sun Intercollegiate Con-
ference women's soccer battle. 
"The Three Stooges took the 
game from us," Omar said. "To 
have a game stolen from us is not , 
fair." 
Bulock agreed. 
"The ref was not up to speed," 
he said. "He put both teams in 
danger of injury." 
With two players taken out of 
the game due to injury, the Drag-
ons ended up being on the winning ::: 
side of a badly-called game. 
Being the defending conference::: 
•■..1 
See Soccer, page fr. „. 
her own off a penalty kick with a little 
over 15 minutes remaining. 
Winona State (8-5 overall) was 
outshot 24-14 by their opponent. 
Goalie Deb Nichols stopped five 
shots for the Warriors. 
The Warriors face NSCI opponent 
Bemidji State Friday (4 p.m.) at Max-
well Field to kick off Homecoming 
festivities. 
amor of the week... 
Leslie Miller: Grace 
is her middle name? 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Sports Editor 
When Leslie Miller said she 
was a klutz, it was hard to 
believe. 
The sophomore plays both golf 
and basketball for Winona State 
University and has never tripped 
or stumbled in front of spectators 
(as far as we know) she just trips 
down the stairs sometimes. 
Miller, a Hastings, Minn. native, got her start as a golfer when she 
was a freshman in high school. 
"The team needed someone for the meet," she said. "I was the No. 6 
player." 
The coach pre-tabulated the scores of the meet before Miller had 
even finished golfing because he didn't think she would place. 
"My score helped win the meet," Miller said. "(The coach) was 
stunned and I was mad." 
That anger lifted her to a successful high school golf career. 
She made it to state her junior and senior year in high school. 
"I always kind of choked at state," Miller said. 
There was no choking this season: 
Just last week, Miller was named Northern Sun intercollegiate 
Conference Player of the Year for her efforts on the golf team this fall. 
At the conference meet, Miller finished second behind teammate 
Emily Cylkowski with a two-day total ofI71. 
Miller had consistently been the Warriors' top finisher throughout 
the season. 
"I hacked around when I was a kid," she said. "My dad and brother 
are big into golf. 
"Everyone plays but my mom--she tries." 
With the fall golf season over, Miller is looking forward to compet-
ing for the Warrior basketball team this winter. 
"Basketball is so physical," she said "I like beating up on people." 
See Warrior, page 8 
Rachel McConnelUstaff photographer 
WSU's Jolene Danca (left) and Michelle Miller dive for the ball Friday night in a NSIC matchup against Bemidji State. The Warriors 7 : .: 
dropped 13-15, 15-5, 15-4, 15-11 to the Beavers bringing their record to 9-12 overall. Danca posted 11 kills and 11 digs and Miller 
added eight kills and seven digs. 
Beavers gnaw at Warrior volleyball tea 
Winona State University spikers fall victim to Bemidji State in NSIC matchup 
Winonan 
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By Brad Thede 
Sports Reporter 
BEMIDJI, Minn.—Two years ago 
when the Bemidji and Winona State 
University football teams squared off 
against each other next to Lake 
Bemidji, the battle cry "Beat the Little 
Man" left a lasting impression on a 
down-trodden Warrior football team. 
The Beavers upset the Warriors 29-
15 at Chet Anderson Field. 
The Beavers then proceeded to cel-
ebrate by jumping into Lake Bemidji 
while the Warrior football team looked 
on in disbelief. 
Last Saturday, Lake Bemidji and 
the battle cry "Beat the Little Man"  
were still there, but a dominating and 
fired-up Warrior football team made 
it rather clear who the Big Man was as 
it pummeled the Beavers 58-14. 
"That whole Lake Bemidji cel-
ebration and beating the little man 
served as a pretty good motivational 
tool for us this week," WSU coach 
Tom Sawyer said. "That whole inci-
dent left a bitter taste in our mouth, 
and we certainly erased some of that 
with the win on Saturday." 
The Warriors, with the help of 
senior running back Travis Walch, 
sprinted to a 35-0 first-quarter lead as 
Walch rushed for 192 yards on 18 
carries for the game, most of those 
coming in the decisive first. 
"They tried to take away the out- 
side fly play to Carson (Walch), but in 
doing so really opened up the middle 
for me," Travis Walch said. "We re-
ally did a nice job of just taking what 
they were going to give us and run-
ning with it." 
Running the ball is what they did 
as the Warriors racked up 292 yards 
on 45 carries as a team. 
"We came close to running into 
the infamous Lake Bemidji five times 
as we were running toward that east 
endzone the whole first quarter," said 
Saywer. 
Quarterback Jake Goettl also 
reaped the benefits of a poor BSU run 
defense as he ran the ball seven times 
See Football, page 9 
Warriors pummel Beavers 
Winona State gets 58-14 revenge against conference foe 
• 
By Anna L. Derocher 
Sports Editor 
Loss of momentum was a problem 
for the Winona State University vol-
leyball team Friday night when it 
hosted Bemidji State University in a 
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Confer-
ence match. 
The Warriors fell 13-15, 15-5,15- 
4 and 15-11 at McCown Gymnasium. 
"Missed serves have been the story 
lately," WSU coach Amy Fisher said. 
"We get an ace serve, then serve it 
out. 
"How can we get momentum?” 
In the game the Warriors (1-5 
NSIC, 9-12 overall) won, they came 
out strong. Taking a 6-0 lead gave 
them momentum, but BSU took over 
with an 8-7 lead, before the Warriors 
knew it. 
Setter Nicole Ballingrud faked the 
set for a sideout, getting WSU back 
on track. 
Ballingrud's three straight serves 
put the Warriors ahead by two with 
the help of a Jolene Danca kill. 
Two serves from Brook Leininger 
and one serve from Michelle Miller 
put the Warriors ahead 13-8. 
But the Beavers didn't give up. 
Michele Dinius served five straight 
points to tie up the game. 
Winona State's Katie Dyer served 
the next two for the 15-13 win. 
"Game 1 we were doing all the 
right things," Fisher said. "Right now 
we have to play volleyball. The key is 
to put three games in a row." 
Games 2 and 3 had similar out-
comps with the Warriors only getting 
five and four points, respectively. 
"A match isn't over in one game," 
Fisher said. "We're disappointed bey 
cause the kids know we can beil 
Bemidji." 
In Game 4, Winona State seemed 
to have things together and had lead.S 
of three and four before the Beavoz 
took control of the game, and ulf.V-
mately, the match. 
With the teams tied at 11, Bs ti 
r•r-VO took control. 	 — 
Peggy Hammel helped her team 
by serving three straight points before 
the Warriors took a timeout to 
See Volleyball, pagell 
..•••••• 
WO AID oftri 
Coftlt CHOCK V* air: 
TARGET 
Waal: 
860 Mankato Ave. 	Sunday - Saturday 
Winona, MN 55987 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. 























$5 99 750mL +tax 
Italian at its very finest. 
Michelob Golden 
Draft & Draft Light 
Cairark SUITCASE CANS 
fde 
$122 






/ +tax Liters 
Grape, Apple, Cherry 
Prices good throughout Monday Oct. 20th or while supplies last! 
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS ACCEPTED 
oo late to get a stem- costume! 
Costume RefitAlS--- over 450 to c 
Accessories & Sales 
Winona's lialloweet► fleabquarters 
Hours: M f 10-6 art5> SAt 1 0-1 
arsteQ's costumes & 
12" PIZZA 
ONE TOPPING 
163 E. 2,11, St Downtown Winona 453-0398 
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Cross Country team finishes 9th 
at UW-Eau Claire Blugold Invite 
COLFAX, Wis. — The Winona 
State University women's cross coun-
try team finished ninth of 10 teams 
Friday in the University of Wiscon-
sin-Eau Claire Blugold Invitational. 
UW-La Crosse won the meet with 
50 points. The Warriors had 235 
points. 
UW-Superior's Sarah Anderson 
Warrior 
She didn't want to choose golf 
over basketball, or vice versa, when 
she got to college. 
But throughout the years, Miller 
has won more awards through her 
achievements in basketball. 
Her most memorable moment in 
hoops was when Hastings unexpect-
edly won the state tournament. 
It was her senior year and the 
opponent was top-ranked Osseo. 
"We beat them 53-52," Miller 
won the meet with a time of 17 min-
utes, 52 seconds. 
Pacing the Warriors was Jill 
Gunther, who placed 38th in 20:03. 
She was followed by teammates 
Susan Bandstra in 41st (20:20), Kelly 
Kampershroer in 50th (20:47), Kelly 
Nims in 52nd (21:19) and April 
said. "They were stunned—it was 
funny." 
This season Miller, a forward, 
hopes to help her team battle above 
.500. 
Her most embarassing moment 
has nothing to do with sports. 
It happened over the summer 
while she was working. 
"There was this guy who wanted 
my number," she explained. "I went 
Eichhorn finished in 54th (21:23). 
Other Warrior finishers were 
Shallie Steel in 55th with a time of 
21:24, and Jen Von Groven was 59th 
(21:54). 
The Warriors return to action Sat-
urday at the UW-La Crosse Invita-
tional. 
Continued from page 7 
to hide in the cooler to get away 
from him." 
Soon after, someone from work 
opened the cooler to find Miller 
hiding inside. 
"He still asked for my number," 
Miller said. "I guess he didn't get 
the hint." 
Given her athleticism, it's hard to 
















inona State's Erin Morgan (left) battles against Allison Smith (12) of Concordia College player 
inday at Maswell Field. The Warriors defeated the Cobbers 3-1 in a nonconference matchup. 
  
soccer 	 
   
   
dons  probably didn't hurt 
orliead's chances either. 
1SU's Sarah Peters kicked the 
; iding goal in the right corner past 
U goalie Deb Nichols from a Stacy 
.iger assist. 
;WSU's last chance to score was at 
4 13:36 mark in overtime when 
.4stine Nettenstrom nailed a shot 40 
ltds from the goal. 
;Forty-four seconds later, the game 
tts over. 







Omar said. "Our players have nothing 
to hang their heads about." 
The Warriors played an aggres-
sive game and outshot the Dragons 18-  
15. 
Betsy Morgan and Andrea Zilka 
led WSU with five shots a piece. 
But defense kept the Warriors in 
the game. 
Nichols had 14 saves on 15 shots 
— most of them involving dives. 
With two minutes left in the first 
Continued from page 7 
half, the Warriors' Jenny Winders 
broke up a two-on-one breakaway to 
keep the score even at zero. 
In the second half, the Warriors 
had a chance to score off three corner 
kicks right in a row at 20:47, 20:32 
and 20:00, but the ball never found 
the net. 
"Moorhead is a very good team," 
Omar said. "They won the conference 
last year. 
"They are very well coached." 
Continued from page 7 
Homecoming 
Parade 
Sat., Oct. 18th 
@ 10 a.m. — Huff St. 
" group. 
Dinius got the final two serves 
Wier two side outs to grab the win. 
Leading the Warriors was 
,eininger with 21 digs and 10 kills. 
Danca added 11 digs and 11 kills. 
4aryn Zuhlsdorf slammed 1] kills 
:end Miller added eight. 
For the Beavers, Pam Rush had 17 
ills and 12, digs and Peggy Hammel 
'placed 11 kills. 
"I think Winona played well and 
74re having a much better season than 
:9sual," BSU coach Donna Palivec  
said. "They probably didn't play as 
well as they expected. 
"In this conference, everyone, 
everytime they step on the floor has a 
chance to win. It is like playing rou-
lette." 
Fisher didn't think the same way. 
"We're talented and people can 
see it," she said. "We have an oppor-
tunity to beat (Beavers) at their house." 
The Warriors travel to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota-Morris Friday (7 
p.m.). 
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FREE DELIVERY!! FREE DELIVERY!] 
FREE DELIVERY!' FREE DELIVERY! 
LIMITED DELIVERY AREA TO ENSURE SAFE DRIVING 
Ad Fed 
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from Ad Aids 
Topic: Promo 
Products Advertising 
AAIERICAN A0.711.1.0 FUMMATION 
1,1t 1.11,0,11. VOKII 	 AMIXT14•00 
I thought I had acid indigestion but my doctor said it was just a 
burning desire to get into advertising He recommended 
the American Advertising Federation Ad Club. 
Now I Mel a lot better... 
except for this pale m my brain .  
Get in touch with the 
Ad Club on vow 
campus. 





or more than 20 years, Birthright has 
helped thousands of students worried 
about pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer 
free pregnancy tests, answers t your questions, 
relerals to community services-and, most 
important, someone to listen. All of our help is 
free and confidential. 
Call anytime: 452-2421 • 920 W. 5th Winona 
For more info: http://www.winonanet.comlorgstirthright  
NSIC Players of the week 
Offensive Player of the week: 
Travis Walch 
The running back from Elgin, Minn. prodticed 225 all-purpose yards 
n WSU's 58-14 win over Bemidji State University Saturday. The senior 
•ushed foi 186 yards and two touchdowns. 
Defensive Player of the week: 
Derek Chance 
The defeinsive end returned a BSU fumble 95 yards for a touchdown 
Nhich was a NCAA Division 11 record, He also recorded seven tackles 
And two fumble recoveries 
ikolfield 
Continued from page 7 
Lgh games (14-16, 13-15, 12-15). 
;o what's the reason for the 
nona State emergence from its 
tic freeze? 
'Veil, there are a few. Certainly 
is St. Cloud State transfer 
ene Danca. The 5-foot-11 right 
e player has fit like SpandeN into 
WSU scheme. 
)anca has already hammered 210 
Is and is second on the team with 
assists, to go along with her 25 
vice aces. 
sophomore Brook Leininger has 
!n solid all season. The powerful 
ing hitter from DePere, Wis. has 
nished opponents, pounding 
.ter than three kills per game, 
iile scooping up a total of 229 
mother bright spot has been 
middle hitter Michelle Miller. The 
freshman has come on strong as of 
late for WSU. 
Reliable setter Nicole Ballingrud 
has disbursed 787 assists on the 
season. 
However, the most volatile aspect 
of Winona's success doesn't even 
suit up in Warrior navy blue and 
white. But it does play a huge role 
—confidence. 
Instead of being overlooked week 
after week, the Warriors are 
respected, and sometimes even 
feared this season. 
On the exterior, the Warriors look 
harmless. But as many opponents 
have found out, the smiles on the 
other side of the net only cover up a 
group of fierce competitors. 
Ultra Body 
Tan & Nai ls 
Check out our Specials!!! 
...07T• 10 Tans for $30 




Continued from page 7 
 
The Warriors held a conservative 
Beaver offense to 191 total yards. 
The defense also recovered four 
costly Beaver fumbles and sacked 
O'Conner twice. 
The Warriors started the onslaught 
on the second play from scrimmage 
as Travis Walch shredded the Beaver 
defense and rumbled 57 yards for a 
touchdown to give the Warriors a 6-0 
lead. The extra kick was good by 
freshman Derek Johnson. 
With 9 minutes, 54 seconds to play 
in the first quarter, Walch capped off 
a five-play, 37-yard drive started by a 
BSU fumble with a 3-yard plunge to 
make the score 13-0. The extra kick 
by Johnson was good again, making it 
14-0. 
Goettl then sprinted to the corner 
of the endzone - via the naked boot-
leg - from 5 yards out with 4:55 to 
play in the first quarter. 
With 1:20 remaining in the first 
quarter, Carson Walch jogged in from 
5 yards out for his only score of the 
afternoon to make the score 27-0. 
The Warriors finished up the scor-
ing in the first quarter when Goettl 
found Fitzsimmons on a 15-yard slant 
route for a touchdown with :38 re- 
maining. 
In the second quarter, Goettl 
hooked up with Fitzsimmons, this time 
from 8 yards out, for a touchdown to 
make the score 42-0 as Johnson hit his 
sixth extra kick of the afternoon. 
Johnson hit a 27-yard field goal to 
end the first half and give the War-
riors a 52-0 lead. 
The Warriors only managed one 
more score in the third quarter. 
Fitzsimmons was on the receiving 
end of a Goettl 15-yard TD pass. 
Johnson's kick failed, making it 58-0. 
Bemidji would eventually score in 
the fourth quarter as running backs 
Matt Matteson and Chris Meyer each 
scored from a yard out. 
"It was a team effort and we were 
certainly ready to play this game," 
said strong safety Travis Welch. "It's 
not going to be as easy next weekend 
against Duluth so we have to enjoy 
this big win while we can and than get 
down to business preparing for UMD." 
Johnson was 7-8 on PATs and had 
one field goal for the Warrior special 
teams. 
The Warriors face the Minnesota-
Duluth Saturday (2 p.m.) at Maxwell 
Field. 
Warrior notes: 
Travis Walch is now 6th all-
time on the WSU scoring list after 
scoring two touchdowns against 
BSU. He passed former WSU kicker 
Jason Young and now has 138 points 
for his career. 
Walch also passed former WSU 
receiver BoJackson for 6th all-time 
in career TD's scored with 22. 
Fitzsimmons tied former WSU 
receiver Darren Ripley for 12th in 
scoring with 104 career points. 
Fitz.simmons now needs three 
touchdown receptions to pass Scott 
Schmaltz. for 2nd at 20. 
Fitzsimmons extended his con-
secutive-game catch streak to 20 
Fitzsimmons now leads the 
NSIC in receiving with 17 catches 
for 313 yards, seven TD's and in 
scoring with 42 points. 
Jake Jansky extended his con-
secutive-game catch streak to 17. 
Johnson is 19 of 20 on confer-
ence PAT attempts and 4-for-7 on 
field goal attempts good enough for 
second in NSIC scoring with 31 
points. 
The Warriors lead the confer-




for 78 yards and one touchdown. 
Goettl was also 8-13 passing with 
one interception and three touch-
downs. All three touchdowns found 
junior wide receiver Chad Fitz-
simmons. 
It would be remiss to leave out the 
performance of the Warrior defense. 
Freshman defensive end Derek 
Chance sparked the defense by pick-
ing up BSU quarterback Pat 
O'Conner's fumble and lumbering an 
NCAA Division II record 95 yards 
for the touchdown. 
The defense shut out the Beavers 
through three quarters before BSU 
scored two touchdowns in the wan-
ing moments of the fourth quarter. 
"That was slow," said Carson 
Walch describing Chance's play. 
"That had to be the slowest thing I've 
ever seen." 
"It all came pretty easy for us de-
fensively today, " said redshirt fresh-
man linebacker Eric Ellestad. "I was 
really impressed with the offense to-
day. 
"They marched at will against 
Bemidji and that gave us a chance to 
rest so we were pretty fresh for most 
of the game and it showed." 
WILLIAM MITCHELL 
- Legal education at 
William Mitchell College of Law 
could be the key to your future. 
WE'RE COMING 
TO WSU! 
Wednesday, October 22 
10 a.m.- 3 p.m. McCown Gymnasium 
Talk with our admissions representative about practice and many other 
legal careers, our respected academic program, the application process, 
financial aid, and more. Or phone (612) 290-6476 or 
1-888-WMCL-LAW for information. 
tit 	. 
William Mitchell College of Law 
875 Summit Avenue St. Paul, MN 55105-3076 
www.wmitchell.edu  
Affirmative action, equal opportunity educator and employer 
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
1415 SERVICE DR - WI? ONA, MN • 452-8202 
Come and get Nlegatized 
with us every 
Thursday night!! A 
r. 
Winonan 
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Located in the Winona Mall • 452-0611 
      
      
AUSTRAL 
and New Zealand 
Adventure study program winter quarter '98 
Join us this winter in the summer sunshine down under as we explore the spec-
tacular natural environments of Australia and New Zealand. WSU credit 
attainable through this amazing experience. Lectures on tourism, recreation and 
the natural environment are highlighted by rock climbing, whitewater rafting, 
scuba diving, backpacking and many more outdoor adventures. A journey of a 
lifetime!! For more information call Dr. Dave Wright 457-5218, stop in HPER 
office 132 Memorial, or e-mail pchallenge@vax2.winona.msus.edu  
*INFO. MEETING: Tuesday, 10/21 @ 7 pm in 209 Memorial* 
Calendar 
of Events 
Oct. 15 Wednesday @ 
Rascals: 
Oakley-Krieger Band 
Every one of you has 
a moral obligation to see 
these guys. They're the 
sons of rock legends. They 
need the $$$. 
Oct. 17 Friday 
The streets of Winona: 
Jimmy and Dave get 
wasted. 
If you can find us and prove 
that you're further gone than we, 
you win a free gherkin. There's 
more than one way to get your 
hands on one of our gherkins. 
Oct. 18 Saturday @ 
Rascals: 
Schwa 
You guys know the 
routine. 
Oct. 18 Saturday @ 





10- 11 am 
$4 donation appreciated 
Call Chris Bacehowski @ 4-6112 
for more info. (note-- this is 
not the same Bacehowski phone 
line that charges $3.99/minute. 
We don't cater to that crap here.) 
"I didn't think he'd ever find out," 
said Sara. "I mean, my parents were 
brother and sister before they married, 
his (Isaac's) parents were cousins....I 
figured this kid has got to have some 
kind of defect. But...when he was 
born...it was just hideous. Not a damn 
thing wrong with him. I don't think that I 
expected too much. I would've settled 
for an extra finger, a four-way elbow, 
anything, but it didn't happen. My 
dream is over. The only thing that Isaac 
has said to me since Hosiah's birth is 
'Curse you foul temptress. You 
wrongfully gave my family tree it's first 
branch. You've ruined me!' My poor 
husband--he hasn't milked our cow in 
over a week. He didn't help raise our 
neighbor's barn yesterday and his 
beard doesn't seem to have it's usual 
vibrant bounce anymore. What's more 
is, he's been spending a lot of time with 
his sister, Ruth; the little tramp. It's not 
like she doesn't have three other 
eligible brothers to copulate with." 
Since Hosiah's birth, Isaac has 
been trying to persuade the community 
elders to grant him a divorce. Although 
the Amish don't believe in divorce, the 
elders have agreed that in this case, 
because Isaac and Sara were married 
under false pretenses, and because 
they are not biologically related, Sara 
must sleep in the barn from now on. 
The irony of this judgment is that the 
Northrop's barn is much cleaner and 
more comfortable than their house. We 
can only pity Isaac's plight: an 
unincestuous marriage, a normal child, 
and restricted night-time barn activities 
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IVAA,Mktaggfe 
THE BEST VENTURE call for 
your free tour of a home-based 
business that has 100% sup-
port, education, personal free-
dom, six-figure income and 
under $1,300.00 start up. call 
24 hour 1 800 322-6169 ext 
6749. 
CLIENTS CONTACT YOU! 
Computer-based 	software 
business. 	Simple, lucrative, 
parttime. Daily cash! CALL 
770-242-4395 DONEL POB 
338-B Yankton, SD 57078. 
Earn a free trip, money or 
both. Mazatlan Express is 
looking for students or organi-
zations to sell our Spring 
Break package to Mazatlan, 
Mexico. (800) 366-4786 
**EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH** 
CLASS TRAVEL needs stu-
dents to promote Spring Break 
1998! Sell 15 trips & travel 
free! Highly motivated stu-
dents can earn a free trip & 
over $10,000! Choose 
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, 
Jamaica or Florida! North 
America's largest student tour 
operator! Call Now! 1-800-
838-6411 
For sale: IBM Computer (IBM 
platform) 66MHz CPU 
(w/Pentium upgrade path) 
4mg. RAM/210 mg. HD. 14" 
SVGA color monitor, 
Panasonic KXSeries Laser 
Printer, sound card, CD-ROM, 
Modem, Joystick, lots of soft-
ware. Total Package: $850. 
Contact Prof. Richard 
MacDonald: WSU Music dept 
ext 5259 or e-mail rmacdon-
ald@vax2.winona.msus.edu . 
SPRING 	BREAK 	with 
Mazatlan Express. From 
$399. Air/7 nights hotel/free 
nightly beer parties/$69 party 
package/discounts. (800) 366-
4786. http://www.mazexp.com  
SEIZED CARS from $175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BMW's, Corvettes. Also i 
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. TO 
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-, 
8731 for current listings. 
SUN, SURF, SAND, 
SUDS, and S. . . Spring 
Break with Bianchi-Rossi 
Tours in Acapulco! Packages 
from $425.90. Party package 
includes: FREE cover, FREE 
drinks, VIP service, & more. 
Call for info 800-875-4525. 
www,bianchi-rossi.com .  
Earn MONEY and FREE 
TRIPS!! Absolute Best 
SPRING BREAK Packages 
available!! INDIVIDUALS, stu-
dent ORGANIZATIONS, or 
small GROUPS wanted!! Call 
INTER-CAMPUS PRO-
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ATHLETE OF 
THE WEEK 	All In The rW19111g 
Winona State University 
baseball's third baseman Nate 
Michaelowski (Nate-0) gets our 
vote for Athlete of the Week not 
for his on-the-field performance, 
but for his determination of 
overcoming what some doctor's 
thought would be a career-ending 
injury. 
Michaelowski tore ligaments 
in his Choda early last spring 
when a disgruntled fan kicked 
him in the poo poo (literally) after 
overthrowing the first baseman to 
lose the game. 
Michaeloski has been 
completing a rigorous Choad-
rehabilitation process which will 
probably never end. With a little 
blood, sweat, tears and a 
ThighMaster, Nate-0 seems to be 
making a miraculous recovery. 
"This is an Internal Anal 
Muscular Misappropriation that 
requires Nate-0 to keep blood 
constantly circulating through his 
Choadal 	Laymans terms, 
if he doesn't use the Thighmaster 
when he is not playing, his Choad 
could swell up to the size of a 
pumpkin which would be 
disastrous," said Michaelowski's 
Athletic Trainer. 
"My choad feels a lot better, I 
think that I'm ready," Nate 
remarks with confidence. 
Michaelowski's doctor said 
with a grin, "His Choad looks 
great. It hasn't looked better." 
The staff of the Erixia 
Gordonian would like Nate 
Michalowski to know, that, since 
you obviously can't right now, 
we're all pulling for you. 
Since we only received two responses to last week's quiz (one of which was 
anonymous), we have come to the conclusion that Matt Weide is the 
undisputed know-it-all of Winona! Although Matt basically 
won by default, we are happy to say that he answered most of the questions 
correctly scoring 13 points out of a possible 15. Our winner, proving beyond all 
reasonable doubt that he has in fact been in Winona just too gosh darn long, is 
hereby entitled to a personally autographed (by Jim Irving) Johnny Kielbasa  
episode and a gherkin (useful for jerkin'). While we rejoice in Weide's triumph, 
we are incredibly disappointed with the amazing lack of reader-response to our 
painstakingly crafted quiz. All we can say is, "you people are pathetic". You 
either: don't know d*ck about Winona, don't care, think we're morons (not a bad 
assumption), didn't read last week's Gordonian (shame, shame), or you think 
you're too cool for one of our gherkins (you're wrong, s000 wrong). At any rate, 
here are the correct answers to the quiz. 
1. What do George Brett, Scoop, and The Front Page  have in common? Eric Gordon. 
2. Sugar Loaf was once home to runaway slaves from sugar cane plantations in the West Indies. T or F? F. 
3. What was the Huff St. side of the WSU cafeteria designed to look like? A steamboat. 
4. What crude wall hangings grace the office, or chambers, of Winona County Judge Dennis Challeen? 
Beer posters (complete with bikini-clad women). 
5.When Barry Williams, of Greg Brady fame, visited WSU, what did he invite students to do with him on- 
stage? Dance (to disco). 
6. What were the former names of bars Fitzgerald's and Chucker's? Mingles and Nasty Habits. 
7. What group of people are continually discriminated against by WSU's administration? Smokers. 
8. a) What is the tallest building in Winona? Sheehan Hall 
b) What contradictory nicknames are attached to it? "13 floors of whores" and "Virgin 
Towers". 
9. What species of invertebrate has taken over Lake Winona? Zebra Mussels. 
1 O.What was once the nickname of the house at 506 Johnson St.? The shark shack. 
1 1 .What WSU athlete/graduate holds the record for most collegiate kickoff returns in a single season? 
Dave Ludy. 
12.wsu students returning next year will not be affected by the semester conversion. T or F? F! 
13. Who streaked the campus of WSU in the Fall of '94? Scott Sherman. 
14.Does WSU have any sports teams? Yes, but none are worth mentioning. 
1 5.What do Winona and Cher have in common? "Neither one are rckin' sunny(Sonny)." 
Matt Weide's incorrect, yet highly insightful, response: "People that are in Winona &/or 
Cher are usually not having a good time." 
Look for more chances to win fun-filled gherkins from your favorite literary 
entity... The Erixia Gordonian. 
Amish baby born with eight fingers 
and two thumbs--father outraged. 
On Friday, October 3rd, Hosiah 
Northrop became the first deformity-free 
member of Amish society in over a 
century. This shocking event prompted 
Hosiah's father, Isaac, to examine the 
Northrop family tree-trunk. It didn't take 
long for Isaac to discover the leak in his 
family's gene pool. 
Apparently, Sara, award winning 
butter churner, lied to Isaac about her 
familial background. Three years ago, 
Sara was mistakenly introduced to 
Isaac as his first cousin and was so 
turned on by his third nostril that, 
throughout their entire courtship and 
marriage, she couldn't bring herself to 
tell him the blasphemous truth; that they 
were in no way related. 
